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Abstract 
 

Building a multi material or heterogeneous object with an additive manufacturing system is fairly new but emerging 

concept. Current additive manufacturing process plan assume mono-material part in the algorithm. An object with 

multi-features or inhomogeneous architecture can be decomposed into two dimensional heterogeneous layers with 

islands where each island represents associated feature’s properties. The material deposition path-plan in such multi-

feature/multi-contour layers requires more resources and may affect the part integrity, quality, and build time. This 

research presents a framework to determine the optimum build direction for heterogeneous object by differentiating 

the slice based on the resources requirement. The computational algorithm for the heterogeneous object quantifies 

the build direction considering the feature characteristics and manufacturing attributes in order to bundle the slices 

based on the heterogeneity. The proposed methodology is illustrated by an example with 50% homogeneous slices 

along the optimum build direction. The outcome would certainly benefit the process plan for multi-material additive 

manufacturing techniques. 
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1. Introduction 
In additive manufacturing (AM) processes, commonly known as layer manufacturing, physical models are build 

layer-by-layer. The process plan starts with digitized model generated by CAD modeler or reverse engineering 

techniques. Traditional digitized model contains only the geometric information with no material or topological 

details. The initial geometric information is then represented as a mesh model or Stereolithography (STL) model [1]. 

The monochrome STL files are generated by tessellating the outside surface of the digital model with triangle 

approximation. The tessellated model is sliced by a set of parallel intersecting planes perpendicular to a predefined 

direction vector [2] that is commonly known as the build direction. Monochrome and close contours are generated 

by connecting the intersection points between the plane and the surface, which are called layers. Tool-path [3] is 

generated for individual layer in order to follow the material deposition, and required support generation. Finally, by 

stacking the individual layer along the build direction would create the three dimensional physical model. Individual 

steps for AM’s process plan i.e. digitizing model, build direction/orientation, slicing, tool-path generation, 

fabrication, and post-processing have hierarchical relationship and can have accumulated influence on the finished 

product.  

 

Part fabricated by AM processes are commonly used for design evaluation [4] and occasionally used as terminally-

used product. Most AM processes are designed to build mostly mono-material object and have limited material 

choice. This triggers lack of mechanical integrity and restrained to limited attributes in the fabricated part. As a 

result, mono-material AM parts are challenged to perform as functional prototype. As a result, heterogeneous 

objects become a recent trend in additive manufacturing following the functional prototyping requirements. Because 

of the difference in material individual feature may require its own material and/or energy source setup which means 

interrupted material deposition. Such material and topological difference among the extrinsic features may introduce 

better functionality in the heterogeneous object. The geometric significance (i.e. location, size and shape), material 

and topological details of such extrinsic features or the heterogeneity can be obtained by analyzing the MRI or CT 

image or feature recognition algorithms or simply drawing by CAD modeler [5, 6]. Unlike the homogenous slice, 

heterogeneous slice requires more computational resources and complex fabrication system to define their 
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heterogeneous internal architecture in the fabricated model. Both required resources and fabrication complexities 

may vary depending upon the top-down or bottom-up approach and the heterogeneous process capability. For 

example, in extrusion based bottom-up processes building heterogeneous layer require collision avoidance 

continuous path-plan for multiple material delivery systems. On the other hand, multi-material layer bed needs to be 

prepared to match the heterogeneity in top-down building processes. Collision avoidance guided path may also be 

required for multi-energy sources i.e. laser to cure multi-material. Thus, maximizing the homogeneous slice may 

speed up the multi-material AM processes and building strategy must consider heterogeneous slices during their 

process plan.  

 

Successful implementation of multi-material AM fabrication systems depends upon the development of novel 

materials or composites; material delivery system innovations, and effective process plan or building strategies. 

Both novel materials and material delivery systems are being emphasized in recent literatures significantly. 

However, build strategies could also have a greater influence on the desired attributes of the heterogeneous object 

[7]. But the current build strategies of mono-material may not be appropriate in multi-material AM object. With 

heterogeneous fabrication capability, temporal and spatial precision need to be incorporated for both material 

deposition and fabrication process plan. Thus, for multi-material/heterogeneous prototype, the build strategies or 

associated process plan need to be revised. Moreover, hierarchy of the physical attributes and process attributes need 

to be reassessed. In this research, building strategy of heterogeneous object is emphasized. The build direction in 

heterogeneous objects is optimized in order to differentiate and bundle the slice based on the resources requirement. 

The proposed algorithm to optimize the build direction will improve the process plan for multi-material additive 

manufacturing techniques. 

 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines heterogeneity and effect of build direction on 

heterogeneity for additive manufacturing. The effect of build direction is quantified in Section 3.The heterogeneous 

volume is discretized with bounding box technique presented in Sub-section 3.1. Sub-section 3.2 describes the 

methodology to determine the weight along a build direction. The proposed model is implemented on two 

heterogeneous objects and the result is presented in Section 4. And finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section 5. 

 

2. Heterogeneity and Build Direction 
In this paper, a collection of homogeneous objects with predefined boundary is considered a heterogeneous object. 

A heterogeneous object made of f numbers of homogeneous object is denoted by O as follow: 
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Where, F is the set of feature in heterogeneous object O ;  
3R  is the three-dimensional Euclidean space. Each 

feature fF can be a defined by characteristics such as material mM ; location lL ; volume vV  and other physical 

properties fP . fP can also represent a set of desired properties in the feature fF  i.e. internal structure, material 

density, shape etc. }{ fC represent the constraint sets among the defining characteristics of feature fF .The model is 

shown in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. Heterogeneous object model. 

 

An arbitrary heterogeneous object O with four features },,,{ 3210 FFFFF  both internal and external is constructed 

and shown in Figure 2 for demonstration purpose. The sphere shaped object O contains two smaller sphere 

10  and FF  (red and blue) and two irregular shaped feature 32  and FF  (cyan and green). Each of the feature 

represent an iso-region and their material and/or physical property is distinctive than others. Smaller spheres are 

fully contained by the irregular shaped feature and their combination creates a multi-feature heterogeneous object 

with sphere shape as shown in Fig. 2. Clearly, the object can be manufactured with multi-material additive 

manufacturing technique and the proposed methodology will identify the optimum build direction for such 

heterogeneous object. 

 

 

Fig. 2. A heterogeneous volume with three internal features as sphere (a) top view (b) right view (c) perspective 

view with standard coordinate system and corresponding cutting plane alignment. 

 

Even though, heterogeneous slices are obvious in heterogeneous volume, their distribution can be controlled by 

controlling the build direction. As shown in Figure 2 and 3, selecting an arbitrary slicing plane angle or build 

direction could generate most of the slices as heterogeneous. However, carefully determined building direction can 

increase the number of homogeneous slices significantly. For example, build vector 2D


 generated all heterogeneous 

slice; but both 1D


and 3D


will generate some homogeneous slices which require lesser resources during process plan 

and fabrication. However, their heterogeneous slices may contain multiple contours that can be defined as higher 

degree of heterogeneity. Thus, when the internal architecture of a 3D object must contain certain characteristics, the 

selection of build direction can significantly affect their fabrication processes. Moreover in hierarchical process 

plan, build direction remains at the top of the hierarchy and its effect will be carried out to the remaining of the 

fabrication process influencing both the process attributes and the part attributes. As a result, the motivation of this 

research is to quantify the effect of build direction on the heterogeneity of the generated slices. An optimization 

algorithm is proposed to determine the build direction considering the homogenous volume, heterogeneity and 

feature properties. 
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Fig. 3. Build direction and heterogeneous slice segment. 

3. Quantification of Build Direction 
 

3.1 Cutting plane for object discretization 

To determine the effect of an arbitrary build direction angle bD


 in a heterogeneous volume, the generated slices 

need to be analyzed for their heterogeneity. The three dimensional heterogeneous object can be sliced following the 

traditional methodology with a set of intersecting parallel planes perpendicular to the build direction bD


. Any build 

direction can be defined as a 3D vector BbRzyxD bbbb ....0    ],,[ 3 


 where B represent total number of 

build direction. Following the bD


, a transformed coordinate system,   ],,[ ttt ZYX


tCS  can be constructed by 

rotating the standard coordinate system along any two axis. For example, the equation for the transformed 

coordinate system by considering the rotation angle  and   along the Y and Z  axis respectively in 3D Euclidian 

space can be defined by the following equation. The intersecting planes are parallel to the  ttYX plane and the 

equation for the set of parallel planes is }Constant{:  bbbb zzyyxxP . The volume between consecutive planes 

can be analyzed for heterogeneity and by accumulating their result will quantify the effect of the heterogeneity of 

the corresponding volume along the build direction bD


. 

 
(a)                                                                     (b) 

Fig. 4. (a) Cutting plane generation from bounding box (b) Strip generation. 
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The volume discretization through strip can be performed with finite number of cutting planes. These intersecting 

parallel planes might be equidistant from each other i.e  ji hh   or varying distant  ji hh   where both ih  and  jh

are variables. However, the combination of such design parameters can virtually be infinite and by adding the build 

direction bD


as a decision variable could increase the computational time extensively. To avoid such computation 

complexity, a bounding plane technique is introduced that would eventually reduce the feasible solution region 

significantly without compromising the optimality. 

 

In bounding plane method, rectilinear bounding box is generated for the object O  and the features F  with respect 

to the transformed coordinate system tCS . The eight corner points of object O  are constructed with the six extreme 

axis value set, tzzyyxxt      } ,, ,, ,{ maxminmaxminmaxmin CP  which are used to achieve the planes ff PPPP ,2,1  and   

parallel to the  ttYX . This method ensures to introduce a cutting plane only if there is a change in heterogeneity 

within the object and a set of cutting plane )1(2...2,1,0}{  FSssPPPP  is constructed for object O along 
tht

transformed coordinate system tCS . 

 

3.2 Strip formation and Weight Determination 

Once the cutting planes are constructed, the volume between consecutive planes needs to be analyzed for 

heterogeneity. These parallel cutting plane set PP  split the object O  by splitting the features F  volume. The 

volume generated between two adjacent cutting plane sPPPP ss      and  1   and the object’s bounding planes are 

denoted as strips ST . A total )1( S  number of strip will be generated from S  number of cutting plane generating a 

strip set )1,..(1}{  SssSTST  with a variable width of sh . The generated strips can be classified as homogeneous and 

heterogeneous depending upon number of intersected feature as shown in Fig. 5 and the strip volume can be 

determined by the following equation.  
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Here, sSTvol _ is the volume of 
ths strip; sfFvol ,_ is the volume of 

thf feature intersected with 
ths strip. Strip can 

be classified as homogeneous (single feature) and heterogeneous (multiple-feature). The heterogeneous strip can 

further be sub-classified based on the number of contour present in the strip and the higher the number so as the 

heterogeneity of the strip. The extrinsic property (i.e. porosity), materials of the contributed feature may also 

influence the heterogeneity of the strip. Higher diversity between the contributed features properties might increases 

the heterogeneity of strip and object. To address this, a heterogeneity factor is considered in this algorithm, which is 

defined by the following equation.  

 

sVolumeangeproperty_rfeaturenhets     )  ,   ,_(         (3) 

 

For any homogeneous strip, the heterogeneity factor shet is zero. By incorporating the heterogeneity, the weight for 

each strips can be calculated by the following equations: 
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Here, bWeightTotal_  is the aggregated total weight evaluated along the build direction bD


.  represent the 

weight of 
thf  feature due to its property, material, location and/or property set. The ease of fabrication for each 

strip is also correlated with its neighboring strip, that is accounted by the term ) (
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aggregated weight is a non-linear function of contributed features and it would be minimum under ideal case, i.e., 

homogeneous object. Increasing the heterogeneity in a strip would increase the weight of the corresponding strip and 

the object. Finally, the optimum builds direction 
*
bD


is determined with the following mathematical model. 
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Here, }_ { bWeightTotal  represent a set of the total weight for all build direction. Each build direction bD


and hence 

the transformed coordinate tCS can be constructed by rotating the standard coordinate system along any two axis 

with angle }{0.. and   . Because of the symmetry angle }2..{ and    will create bD


 build direction and 

can be ignored. The optimum deposition direction 
*
bD


 can be calculated from Equation (5) with this minimization 

problem.  

 

4. Implementation 

 

The methodology is applied on the spherical object presented in Fig. 2 using a 3.1 GHz PC using the Rhino Script 

and Visual Basic programming languages. The physical property set fP is used as porosity, which distinguish the 

features, for the implementation purpose. A single script is written to execute the methodology on the model with 

arbitrarily selected porosity parameters as %50 and  %75   ; %80  ; %90 3210  FFFF . Time required to 

execute the script may vary based on the shape, size, number of internal feature and heterogeneity factor. However, 

required time can be reduced significantly by parallel processing or increasing the computational power.  

 

 

 
Fig. 5. Generated strip along optimum build direction. 

 

The algorithm determines the optimum build direction along the parameter 00 10  and 90   and shown in Fig. 5 

(a). The related characteristics are shown in the following table (Table 1). The optimum build direction generates 
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50% homogeneous slice and heterogeneity is concentrated in strip 3ST . The details results are shown in Table 1 

below. 

Table 1. Strip details and weight determination of Fig. 5(a) 

Strip, 

sST  

No. of 
Feature 

Strip 
Width, 

sh  

Volume, 

sSTvol _  
% 
Volume 

Heterogene

ity, shet  

Weight, 

sSTWt _  
% Slices 

1ST  1 5.00 660 14.8% 0 4.15 25% 

2ST  2 1.84 478 10.7% 0.75 
10.76 

9.2% 

3ST  4 6.32 2188 49.01% 1.2 101.43 31.6% 

4ST  2 1.84 478 10.7% 0.75 10.76 9.2% 

5ST  1 5.00 660 14.8% 0 4.15 25% 

   Total Weight, 
*

_ bWeightTotal  131.25  

 

Because of the concavity in features 43  and FF , both are divided into multiple entities in the resultant strip 

432  and  , STSTST as shown in Fig. 5 (a). Such discontinuity defined as concavity effect may create disruption in 

material deposition and hence may introduces/increase certain degree of heterogeneity in certain AM processes i.e. 

FDM. Thus, to avoid/minimize this concavity effect in the optimum build direction, a concavity factor can be 

incorporated in the model, which provides the optimum build direction with parameters 
00 70  and 90    as 

shown in Fig. 5 (b). Only three strips are generated along this build direction, but generate all heterogeneous slices. 

43  and FF are only adjacent feature and does not contained by other feature in strip 31   and STST  , multi-tool 

material delivery process plan could be easier for such slices.  

5. Conclusion 

Building a multi material or heterogeneous object with an additive manufacturing system is fairly new but emerging 

concept. With newer and better AM technology, the resolution of the finished product and/or uses of support 

material have improved significantly. Heterogeneous slices are obvious in heterogeneous object that requires more 

resources during their fabrication. This research presents a framework to determine the optimum build direction for 

heterogeneous object by differentiating the slice based on the resource requirement. The proposed methodology 

provides an algorithm to optimize the build direction by considering object’s heterogeneity. The outcome would 

certainly benefit the process plan for multi-material additive manufacturing techniques.  
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